
Radiology Information System Software: medQ's Q/ris 3000 Changes the Game! 

 

medQ Inc., a leader in medical imaging solutions, has provided state of the art Radiology 

Information  Systems  (RIS) software for almost 20 years. Our ability to tailor and design our 

own unique products to keep up with market trends is why we continue to expand and retain a 

large customer base and maintain the confidence and loyalty of many radiology groups, imaging 

centers and hospitals. Our success is due to the fact we listen to the needs of our customers and 

are constantly working with our engineers to develop new and cutting edge solutions that 

improve the productivity and profitability of their enterprise imaging process and reduce the 

cycle time to treatment initiation to have a positive impact on patient outcomes. 

 

 
 

An Imaging Center’s success is determined by the quality of care provided. However, this is not 

enough; success also depends on utilizing your resources effectively and efficiently, streamlining 

your workflow management, assuring billing accuracy, reducing report turnaround time and 

most importantly satisfying patients and referring physicians. While other vendors advertise their 

understanding of this challenge, only medQ has done something about it. 

 

Our Q/ris 3000 EHR driven workflow is a fully featured integrated and end to end solution that 

can handle complex workflows and multiple facilities simultaneously.  With this, each facility 

can set up a tailored workflow set up, or standardize across the facilities.  Our experienced 

professionals, project managers and support, ensure proper installation configuration and training 

individual users.  The Q/ris 3000 workflow solution is an intuitive, patient-centric clinical 

information with exam ordering, scheduling, technologist worklist, results reporting, distribution 

and billing. The result is a fully integrated radiology workflow that offers a complete view of 

each patient encounter. 

 

What makes medQ’s Q/ris 3000™ different? 
 

The Q/ris 3000 is integrated and fully featured to manage the Imaging ‘workflow from order 

entry to final report distribution and billing’ 

 

- Multi-tier distributed architecture to support multi location workflows 

- Component based, open architecture for custom configuration 

- Embedded intelligent business rules = reduced errors and lower costs 

- Easy to navigate user interface based on patient workflow 

- Scalable from small IC to large hospital based practices 

- Reporting PLUS+ VR based report creation module 
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- Unique reading services module to capture images from multiple sites and PACS and 

consolidate into one dictation work list 

- Ensures 100% charge capture 

- Web enabled for remote reading 

- Tool kit for universal connectivity 

- Interactive physician and patient web portals to improve two way communications 

- Fully MU certified ambulatory EHR 

- On-site server or cloud based options 

- medQ owns 100% of software with on staff programmers 

 

 
 

Key Features of the Q/ris 3000 solution 
 

- Radiology centric EHR Solution - Fully MU certified ambulatory stage I: Stage 2 in June 2014 

- Intelligent Front End Order Entry and Scheduling - Full registration, including insurance 

verification, patient balance calculations and complete patient history 

- Fully featured Front Desk - Measures patient throughput from check in to final report 

generation 

- Technologist Work list Management - Shows scheduled and arrived patients, scans to PACS, 

imports images to PACS from CD, view prior reports/images, and more 

- DICOM Structured Reporting – Measurements from modalities automatically downloaded, 

auto populates report template, saves dictation time, reduces errors, and more 

- Integrated Reporting PLUS+ - Improves the capability for effective, real time communications 

to referring physicians 

- Critical Test Results -Reporting embedded access for Real time Critical Results notification 

- Web Based Referring Physician Access – Realtime, anytime, anywhere access to patient 

reports and images 

- Teleradiology Operations - Brings in images from unlimited locations, automatic order 

generation or HL7 for film or digital images and more 

- Billing - 100% charge capture and fully integrated billing module with bi-directional 

communications 

- Mammography Reporting - Fully featured MQSA and tracking program 

 

http://medq.com/ehr.html
http://medq.com/OrderingAndScheduling.html
http://medq.com/conductExam.html
http://medq.com/conductExam.html
http://medq.com/ReadAndReport.html
http://medq.com/media/QrisPlus+.pdf
http://medq.com/CTRM.html
http://medq.com/WebPortal.html
http://medq.com/ReadingServices.html
http://medqris.blogspot.com/2014/01/medq-inc.html
http://medq.com/Billing.html
http://medq.com/Mammography.html
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3933376761518744577


The value of the Q/ris 3000 is the main decision factor why radiologists,  networked reading 

groups, imaging centers and hospitals choose medQ’s Radiology Workflow Solution for their 

practice.  medQ’s bottom line value: 

 

- A solution that actually reduces costs and improves cash flow to improve top and bottom line 

performance 

- Affordable and competitive pricing 

- Flexible and configurable to meet individual and organizational workflows with one fully 

integrated solution "one size fits all approach" 

- Improved patient safety through better and timelier access to complete and accurate 

information 

- Seamlessly integrates with other providers 

- Provides ordering physicians real time electronic feedback and CPOE 

- Patient Empowerment – puts the patient more in control 

- Backed up by world class, 7 x 24 support team 

 

Register here for our webinar on Wednesday, Mar 26, 2014 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM EDT. Learn 

how the Q/ris 3000 is integrated and fully featured to manage the imaging workflow from order 

entry to final report distribution and billing.  

 

Contact us for a demonstration: 

1-214-221-6330 ext 230 

www.medq.com 

 

 

 

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3933376761518744577
http://medq.com/contactus.html
http://www.medq.com/

